alsecco Academy
Training courses in external wall insulation
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alsecco Academy – your gateway to excellence
alsecco is excited to introduce the alsecco Academy – a multi-purpose
training centre situated in central Staffordshire.
Fully equipped to offer practical training in the installation of solid wall
insulation, the alsecco Academy helps give you the competence, skill
and knowledge required to install alsecco insulation systems.
With the ever increasing demand for external wall insulation in the
UK, we are currently experiencing an acute shortage of skilled
installers. With this in mind, alsecco Academy provides courses that
are tailored to suit specific levels of skill and competence. Courses
are supported by leading construction training and quality bodies and
as such, successful completion can be used as evidential support
towards achieving the required industry standard PAS2030: NVQ level
2 qualification in Insulation and Building Treatments.

Supporting Specialist Up-Skilling programmes, Modern
Apprenticeships and Welfare-to-Work initiatives, alsecco provides a
gateway to PAS 2030 compliance for everybody.
Working closely with national training partners, alsecco ensures you
start on the correct path and are given skills for life.
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Training courses – external wall insulation
Routes to compliance
alsecco understands and recognises the skills required to work within
the low carbon, ECO and Green Deal framework. Our route to
compliance (opposite) will help you understand the training and
qualifications you require to become an accredited installer of
external wall insulation.
The Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) is clear the
Green Deal will be supported by robust accreditation to ensure energy
assessors, advisers and installers have the required level of
competency and businesses have the appropriate systems in place
to ensure consumers are protected.
Understanding alsecco products, their application and technical data
Successful completion offers manufacturer’s accreditation and verifies
competence in the installation of alsecco products. The full card is only
issued once this course has been attended and individuals have been
deemed competent via assessment against National Occupational
Standards (NVQ).
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Routes to compliance – a practical approach to success
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Understanding alsecco products, their application and technical data
Course aim
This course is designed so that attendees gain an understanding of
the alsecco external wall insulation (EWI) products and systems and
their application.
Learning outcomes
Understand Health and Safety considerations when preparing to
install and installing EWI.
Understanding the tools for the job – “Tool Box talk”.
U nderstanding which property types are suitable for EWI
application and why you would install EWI.
Understanding the various materials used for the first stage of EWI
installation, when and where they would be used and their
technical specifications.
U
 nderstanding of various materials, when and where they would
be used and their technical specifications for EWI installation
using mechanical fixing.
U nderstanding of the correct alignment of boards, use the
appropriate fixings, sealants and corner beads for EWI installation
using mechanical fixing.
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Understanding of the similarities in installation through the various
alsecco systems.

U
 nderstanding of the various materials, when and where they
would be used and their technical specifications for EWI
installation using adhesive.
Reinforce the correct alignment of boards, use the appropriate fixings,
sealants and corners beads for EWI installation using adhesive.
R
 einforce the similarities in installation through the various alsecco
systems.
Understand the various materials for installing base coat and mesh,
when and where they would be used and their technical specification.
Understand the various finishing materials, when and where they
would be used and their technical specifications.
To gain an understanding of the range of alsecco products and their
systems and to have an understanding of their technical specification.
Attendee profile
This course is appropriate for those individuals who will be installing,
managing installations, anyone involved in the procurement process,
contract management and establishing appropriate systems to be
used for retrofit projects. Course attendees must be either qualified
or working toward NVQ level 2: Insulation and Building Treatments.
Those that do not meet this criteria must register for eligibility prior
to attending the course (alsecco will assist with registration).

Contracting partner apprenticeships – skills for local communities
Partner’s apprenticeships

EWI apprenticeship delivery

An apprenticeship combines college learning with on-site experience
to ensure apprentices get the right balance of technical skills and
practical experience. The apprenticeship will usually last 2 years
depending on where you are based and what level of qualification you
are studying for.

Attend our training partner premises for the first 4 weeks of the
apprenticeship, to enable the apprentice to cover:

As an apprentice, you will:
Be in full-time employment
Be paid a minimum apprenticeship salary
Gain a nationally-recognised qualification
Get hands-on experience to help you develop the skills you need
to start a successful career.
What makes our partner’s apprenticeships more flexible and different
is that the course can start at any time throughout the year as we are
not restricted to college timetables and term times.

Health & Safety (including health, safety and environment test)
Boarding (fit base track, mechanically fix insulation)
Initial assessment for Functional Skills, Maths and English
Employment Rights and Responsibilities
Attendance would then be 1 week every 10 weeks at the training
centre/college. Our partners would conduct site visits whilst attending
at College to ensure progression is made towards the NVQ Diploma.
This approach enables the apprentice to be able to actually carry out
work on site after the first 4 weeks, as the basic skills will have been
learned – an ideal solution for both the apprentice and the sponsor.
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alsecco (UK) Ltd.
Whitebridge Way, Stone
Staffordshire, ST15 8JS
Tel: 01785 818998
Fax: 01785 818144
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